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§1ointroductiono 
We consider in this paper the problem of mapping a domain 
onto a domain 0 c Q':n 2 by a holomorpllic mappingo 
and [2] Fornress and Stout proved the following resultQ 
In [1] 
Theoremo Let Dn and Bn denote the unit polydisc and ball 
in ~n, and let 0 be as connected, paracompact n-dimensional 
complex manifoldo Then there exist regular holomorphic mappings 
from Dn and Bn onto 0, b?th with finite fiberso 
Hence the problem reduces to mapping a given domain o1 
onto the polydisc or the ballo In § 2 we give an example of a 
domain OcB 
n 
which cannot be mapped onto the ballo 
This example is a domain with a Hartogs phenomenono I do not 
know any example of a bounded domain of holomorphy which cannot 
be mapped onto the ballo The strictly pseudoconvex case, however, 
is covered in § 3, where we prove that any bounded domain in ~n 
with c2-boundary can be mapped onto the polydisca This is an 
easy consequence of the main theorem, which gives an explicit 
mapping of the ball Bn onto the polydisc which is surjective 
on any ball BcB tangent to 
n 
at a given boundary pointa 
According to the classical Schwarz lemma a holomorphic func-
tion f : D ... D satisfies 
2 \f'(z)j < ~f(z)j 
- 12 1- I z I 
-1 
~ [d(z,oD)] 
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where d(z,oD) denotes the boundary distance~ 
If f : Bn .... Bn is holomorphic, z = ( z1 ," ... , zn) E Bn and 
D. = { w E G); ( z1 , .. " .. , z. 1 , w, z. 1 , .... o , z ) E B } , the Schwarz 1 emma l 2- l+ n n 
applied to the components of f on D. gives 
l 
~:~~~ ~ [d(zi,oDi)l-1 < \d(z,oBn)j-1 
l 
Hence the complex Jacobian Jf of f, a polynomial of degree n 
of. 
in at , satisfies jJfl .:S. C[d(z,oBn)l-n, and the real Jacobian 
l 
JRf = 1Jfl 2 ~ C(d(z,oBn)J-2no 
(The sharper estimate JRf ~ C[d(z,oBn)]-(n+1 ) follows from 
theorems 2 .. 2 .. 2 and 8 .. 1o2 in [3])o' 
The counterexample is now found by removing a sequence of 
disjoint spherical shells K. = [ z E ~n; r. < I z I < s . } , with small 
l l- - l 
holes punched in them, from the ball.. The holes will ensure that 
holomorphic mappings extend over the removed setso If we remove 
such sets from the ball with a high enough density near the 
boundary, the above estimate on JRf will give that there is not 
enough volume left to map the set onto the ball .. 
§3oThe main theorema 
Given a bounded domain 0 c ~n with c2 -boundary, we can find 
balls B and BR with a common boundary point such that BR c 0 cB~ 
Hence the following theorem implies that there is a holomorphic 
mapping from 0 onto the polydisco 
Theoremo Let B be a ball in <!:n and p E oB.. Then there is a 
holomorphic mapping G: B .... Dn which is surjective on any ball 
BR cB such that p E oBR" 
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Proof: We may assume that B = ( z; I z I < 1}, p = e1 = ( 1, 0, .... , 0) 
and BR = (z= (z1 , .... ,z )~ lz1 - (1-R)\ 2 +~ lz.j 2 <R2 }, a ball of n . 2 l 
radius R and center (1-R,o,o, ••• ,o). 
n = 1 
We consider first the case 
We use the notations 
H = ( z; Re z > 0} 
-H = ( z; Re z < 0} 
S = [z; IImzl <~} .. 
l= 
The mapping g1 (z) 1 + z is a biholomorphic mapping from D = 1-Z 
to H. It maps the disc BR onto the set HR = [z; Re z .. 1-R} .,. """R 
and circles through -1 and 1 making an angle a. at -1 . with 
the real axis onto rays from o, also making an angle a. with 
the real axis. Consider now the mapping g2 = h3oh2 oh1 , where 
h1 (z) = log z, h2 (z) = - iz- n/2 and h3(z) = exp z. 
h1 h2 h"7, 
H -> S -> (-H)---'--> D 
g2 is a function mapping H into the annulus A1 = (z: exp(-n)<l z \ <1} 
h2 actually maps S into [ z:: -n < Re z < 0 L 
The set HR contains a tail of any ray from the origin in H, 
so the image of HR in s will contain a tail of any line Im Z = Clo 
Hence the image in (-H) will contain a tail (in the downward 
direction) of any line Re z = ~' -n <~< 0, which means that its 
image in D. will cover any circle I z \ = exp i3o This proves that 
the function g2 og1 , restricted to any BR is surjective on the 
annulus A1• A1 c D can be mapped onto the disc by moving the 
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hole D '\ A1 away from origin by a linear automorphism of D and 
then taking the squareo 
We now consider the case 
. z2 12 I s2 R () I __ 1-z >0 e g1 z - IT:Z: 
' 11 - z1 1 
whenever 
The function 
z2 (g ( z ) ----- is in fact a biholomorphic mapping 1 1 ' 1 - z1 
from B2 to 
We have Re(w1 - w~) > 0, so we get a mapping G1 from B2 to H2 
defined by 
Define g2 from H to 
by j2 o The image of 
Define G·2 from 
G2(z) 
and G3 from D2 to 
G3(z) 
D as g2 , except that we multiply h2 
will then be A2 = [z E C;expC-.j2n)<l z\ <1}.. 
H2 to D2 by 
I 
= (g2(z1),g2(z2)) 
H2 by 
= ( g1 ( z1 ) 'g1 ( z2)) o 
We then get a mapping G = G2 oG3oG2 oG1 from B2 to D2 a Its 
image will be A1 x A2 o We claim that G restricted to any BR 
is surjective on A1 xA2 , By composing with surjective mappings 
from these annuli onto the disc, we obtain the theoremo 
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To prove the claim, we first investigate the image V1 
of BR under the mapping G1 • For fixed z1 the points 
( z1 , z~ E BR satisfy 
Hence 
I 
z2 
1
2 2R Re(1-z1 ) 
< 2 - 1 = 
1- z1 11 - z1 1 
So v1 consists of a disc with centre g1 (z1 ) and radius r(z1 ) 
in the second factoro In case R =.1, this disc extends up to 
the boundary of H. 
Let V 2 be the image of BR in A1 x A2 under the map 
G2 o G1 , and let w1 E A1 o For convenience we consider only points 
in the outer part of A1 , I w 1 1 = exp (-a) "'Jhere 0 <a.::_ ~o The 
situation is symmetric in the inner parto w1 
all points -a+ i(argw1 + 2nn) in -Ho These 
the points i ( ~ - a ) - ( arg w 1 + 2n TT) in s, and 
from points on the ray from the origin making 
the positive imaginary axis, having modulus 
is the image of 
points come 
in H they 
an angle a 
a e2nTT with 
0 
from 
come 
with 
a 0 = e:xp( -arg w1 ) .. Hence the image of V 1 will contain the image 
of all the discs at these points in the second factoro Suppose 
the points in H come from points z in D .. Hence the discs 1 ,n 
have radii 
2R Re~1-zn) 
and we draw the following picture ~- - 1 
11 - z1 n I 
' 
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1!\ 
The angle an defined by this drawing satisfies 
r(z1 n) 
sin ~n = ~ 
a e n 
0 
2R Re(1-z1 ,n) 
= l1+z,., I o \1-z,., I -
1 ,n 1 .,n 
1- z1 I ,n 
1' + z,., 
1 ,n 
The points z1 n lie on a circle as indicated by the figure 
' below and converge to 1 when n increasese 
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This implies that lim sin 13n = R sin a. Hence ~n converge to an 
angle 13 and sin 13 = R sin a , so we have at least S > i R ao This 
means that any ray from the origin in H between the angles 
a+ iRa and a-iR a will eventually cut the discs in infinitely 
many intervals The disc where we will find I 0 
may depend on the angleo Mapping this picture into -H will give 
us infinitely many vertical intervals J 0 - J2·2nni for any real 
value between -}2 a ( 1 + iR) and -}2 a ( 1 - iR). Since J2 is 
irrational the centres of these intervals will be mapped onto a 
dense subset of a circle by the exponential, and the intervals 
themselves will cover the entire circle. This means that we cover 
an annular region 
A(r,a) = (w2 ; exp(-,j2a (1+-i-R)) < lw2 1 < exp(-,j2a (1-iR))} 
We have proved: 
(3.1) For any BR the image v2 of BR in D2 contains the 
set 
We now consider the final image of BR, i.e. the image of v2 
under the mapping G2 o G3 : D2 .... D2 0 We want to prove it is the 
entire A1 x A2 o Let therefore p 1 E A1 • The inverse image of p 1 
under the mapping G3 consists of points on a ray in H. We now 
use the angle y between this ray and the positive real axis, 
so 
n ,. 
-2< y < 2 Q These points have modulus b e2nn 0 for some bo' 
and they come from points on the circle through -1 and 1 in D, 
making an angle y with the positively oriented real axis at -1 
(and hence the angle -y at 1). Denote these points by w1 n• 
' 
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When n increases w will approach 1 on this circlea 1 ,n 
Hence for n large enough v2 will contain the set 
The annular region A(R,an) will be mapped onto a region between 
two circles in H 
/ 
__ ____/ 
When n increases these circles Will cut the real axis at points 
converging to 0 on the left and to infinity on the righto A 
ray in the angle 6 will cut the inner and outer circles in 
lengths ln and Ln, respectivelyo (We consider the intersec-
tion points of greatest length)o We want to show that ln/e2nn 
and L /e2nn both approach limiting values when n increases, 
n . 
and we therefore make approximations which are asymptotically 
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equal to the quantities considered. 
We have 
e2nn 
1 1+w 
b 1 n = 0 1-w1 
(3.2) 
,n 
:._-w1 ,n 
so -2nn '; 1- b \1 - w1 I e = 
1+w1 o ,n 
. ,n 
A circle I w2 1 = 1 - C will be mapped onto a circle intersecting 
the real axis at 2-C/C and C/2-C, hence its diameter will be 
2 2- 2C ,... 2 d(C) = Co & C = C when C is smallo 
Since the left intersection with the real axis approaches 0 
when C is small, the length of the intersection with the ray 
of angle o will be 
( ) ,.._ 2 0 1 c, o = 0- .. cos • 
We have 
The inner circle of A(R,an) has radius 
Hence 
1 "' . 2 cos 0 ,..., 2 cos 0 
n = 7'2'(1 +iR)an = J-~(1 +iR)(1-Iw1 ,nl) 
(3.2) and (3.3) give 
b cos 0 \1 w l 
1 e-2nn -::: , o - 1 ,n 
n - /~(1 +iR) • 1- lw1,nl 
·Since w lie on the circle described above, we get 1 ,n 
b cos 0 lim ln e -2nn -j'~__;.o ____ _ 
= /2(1 + tR)cos y" 
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Similarly, we get 
lim Lne-2nrr = • ~( 1 - j-R)cos y 
This means that the interval approaches 
where b 0 cosf> 
I 0 = · 1 2 I ( 1 - t R, 1 + t R) • ~(1- 4R )cosy 
As before, we map this picture into -H, and get infinitely many 
vertical intervals J 0 - p 2nrri.. This time we get such intervals 
for any real value t between -p rr and o. How far down we 
have to look for the first interval J 0 will of course depend 
on t.. By the same argument as before, these intervals will. cover 
entire circles and this time for all radii in A2• This proves 
that G: BR ... A1 xA2 is surjective for any R. 
The general cas~o 
The proof is a straightforward generalization of the case 
n = 2. The function 
is a biholomorphic map from Bn to the set 
n n I 2 
0 = [ w E € ; Re w1 > L: I w. I J • 
. 2 l. l.= 
We therefore get a map G1 from Bn to Hn defined by 
G + z1 ·1 + z1 I z \2 1 + z1 (. "n \~ \~ _2 z1) ' G1 ( z) = 1 - z1 ' 1- z1 ODD '1- z1 ~- z1~ 
In this case, for a ~ixed 
1 + z1 
, the image of a ball ~ w1 = 1 - z1 
- '1'1 -
. f . ( ) n-'1 cons:t.sts o the po:t.nts w2 , ...... , wn E H such that 
n 
I: I w. -w, I < r( z,) • 
• 2 1 I I 1= 
( )E n-'1 This is a Hartogs polyhedron with centre at w1 , ...... ,w1 ~ 
and contains a polydisc, the product of discs 
We now define G2 by 
where g2 ,i (i_2:2) is defined as g2 , except that we multiply h2 
by a positive real number a. , such that 
1 are linearly 
independent over ~.. This will mean that the angles 
form a dense subset for any k0 .. (3 .. '1) immediately generalizes to 
(3 .. 4) For any BR the image of BR in D2 contains the set 
{{w1 ,w2 , ...... ,~rrn); \w1 \ = exp(-a), O<a~~, wi EAi(R,a) for i_?:2} 
where 
'1 '1 A. (R,a) = (w. ;exp(-a.a('1 + 2 ( 15 R)) <\w. \ < exp(-a.a.('1- 2( '1) R)) .. 1. 1. 1.. n- 1. 1. n-
The function G3 is defined as before in each factor .. The image 
of the product of the annuli A. (R,a) 
1. 
will be a product of regions 
between circles., Hence over a point p1 E A1 , coming from points 
on a ray of angle y in H, we get an infinite union of such 
products.. Each factor will cut a ray of angle ~\ asymptotically 
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in intervals Ii 2nTT w;th o e .... 
b cos 6. ~~ 1 
0 ~ ----~----
= a. cos y 1 1 R ' ~ + 2(n-1) 
Hence the function G = G2 aG3oG2 oG1 will be surjective from BR 
to A1 x A2 x ... o x An, where 
Mapping each annulus surjectively onto the disc concludes the 
proof of the theorem. 0 
The function given in the theorem certainly has infinite 
fibers, and it is not regular, since the function mapping the 
annulus onto the disc described in the proof is not regularo 
I do not know any elementary regular function mapping the annulus 
onto the disco Fornress has shown me, however, the following 
existence proof of such a mapping: Let Dn(n;::o) be the infinite 
sequence of unit discs at the points 3n and let 
Q:) 
E = ( U Dn) U ( 0, co ) 
n=O 
ioeo we connect these discs by straight lines. Let Un' n;::o, 
be discs contained in the unit disc D such that D is covered 
by the discs Vn (n > 1), Vn having the same center as Un and 
half its radiuso If we connect these discs Un by smooth curves, 
we can find a map ~ mapping E onto this picture, by just 
putting Dn on the disc Un and the connecting intervals on the 
connecting curveso Lemma II.2 of f1] now implies the existence 
of a regular holomorphic map f from a neighbourhood V of E 
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CD 
to the unit disc such that f is surjective on n~1 Dn. Let E cV n 
be a neighbourhood basis for E, each En simply connected and 
define conformal equivalences cpn:D .... En such that cpn(O) = 0. 
A subsequence of cpn converges uniformly on compact sets to a 
limit cp.. Since cp is open and En a neighbourhood basis, we 
must have cp(D) c D0 .. Hence for any annular region A in the 
disc, the compact set D\A will be mapped into D by cpn 0 
():) 
for n large enough. Hence cpn maps A onto U D and focp n=1 n n 
is regular and surjective on A. 
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